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Core Principles for Learning and Teaching
What are the Core Principles?

These documents are designed to provide identification and guidance for elements of teaching practice
which make the most difference to student learning. They exemplify the principles that are outlined in the
Curriculum Assessment and Teaching (CAT) Policy.

These principles are an evolution of what we have been working on for a number of years at this school.
They are formed from the belief that a highly intentional and technique-aware approach to classroom
practice is most beneficial to student learning and the ongoing professional development of teachers.
Where we are intentional and precise in the approaches we take, we are most capable to reflect accurately
on our practice, and make effective improvements and refinements as a result.

These principles are not all-encompassing, incontestable, or definitive in terms of what teachers should do
in the classroom. Teachers and leaders are encouraged to view them critically, considering the extent to
which they apply to the various contexts of different classes, teachers, subjects and lesson content. It is to
be expected that the advice here will be useful to a greater or lesser extent in different contexts; teachers
and leaders therefore need to exercise their professional judgement in interpreting this guidance.

It is helpful to take this view when using or referring to these principles: if a colleague believes that there is
a more effective way of teaching than suggested here, that should be encouraged and respected, assuming
that there is a strong rationale and outcomes which are demonstrably strong.

How can Core Principles be used practically in school?

- Guidance materials for classroom teachers, middle leaders and SLT
- Use with lesson observers to sharpen practice and effectiveness of lesson observations
- Provide clear actions to follow up on development areas identified in lesson observation
- Provide an audit framework to reflect on or evaluate quality of teaching, or to reassess teaching

policy expectations
- To request further training: training for individual teachers, subject teams or whole staff is available

for each of the core principles on request
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Core Principles: Creating an Attentive Classroom

Creating the conditions in which students give their attention to the core knowledge and
skills being taught is a challenging but essential part of successful teaching.

Plan for attention ● Consider lesson planning in light of what the students’ attention will be
drawn to

● ‘Memory is the residue of thought’ (Willingham)

Model activities
carefully

● Modelling helps bring student attention to the material that you want
them to gain

● For example, showing how to complete an activity by ‘doing one
together first’ means that students can give less attention to layout,
presentation etc.

Use periods of silent
independent work
regularly

● Secondary school age students are often hyper-sensitive to the social
world

● Silent work helps them to manage their attention by removing social
distraction, which otherwise might overwhelm their attention

● Silent work is essential for successful attention and learning - it is not a
punishment and should be framed positively to students

● During silent work, it’s fine to help individuals if that’s helpful. It’s also
fine to stand back, monitor the class and let them complete the work.

Explain skilfully ● Well-constructed and delivered explanations are very powerful in
gaining and maintaining attention

● Strategies include: using stories and narratives, being concise and to the
point, demonstrating belief in the value and interest of the topic, using
multiple concrete examples of abstract ideas.

Set up group and
paired work carefully

● Many students will struggle to self-regulate their attention unless group
and pair work is carefully structured

● This means each participant has a clearly defined role, the outcomes
and timing are clear, and there is accountability for all members to
contribute and work hard

Have clear routines ● Routines are useful for maximising attention where you want it to go;
for example, clear modelled routine expectations of setting out work
mean that students have more capacity to attend to the learning
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What are some typical features of attention-enabling classrooms?

- Silent work framed positively: ‘no talking during this work please - this will help you to concentrate

and give you the best chance of success’

- Students working and concentrating hard, becoming absorbed in the work

- Students who are clear about what to do, and how to do it well

- Assertive teacher presence, with effective explanations that help to generate student attention

How might we recognise ineffective environments for attention?

- Silence being framed as a punishment… ‘if you can’t work quietly, I’ll make you work in silence’

- Asking for a ‘quiet working atmosphere’ which collapses into too much chat

- Teacher becoming frustrated at chat, but not insisting on silence

- A ‘social’ atmosphere throughout lessons

An attention check-list for observers

1. Is student attention directed towards the substance of the learning / the lesson?

2. Is the social element of classrooms effectively managed to avoid off-topic chat?

3. Are students working in groups or pairs when silent independent work would mean that they are

more successful?
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Core Principles: Teacher Explanation

High quality of direct explanation of subject content is the most powerful resource available to teachers.

When given clear and well-judged explanations of interesting topics, students will typically enjoy their

learning and become increasingly curious. In the past, teacher-talk has been unfairly criticised and

undervalued. However, highly effective teachers have always known that the ability to directly

communicate the substance of subject content is at the heart of great teaching. There are many ways to

explain, and different contexts may benefit from different approaches. The principles below represent the

core of an evidence-based approach - they can be diverted from, but only where a clear rationale is in place

for alternative approaches to be taken.

Core Principles for Teacher Explanation

Teacher explanation is
essential

● Teachers are the expert in the room, with the responsibility to convey
new knowledge to students

● See this part of the process as one of the most important, worthy of
thought, planning and improvement

Explain with clarity ● Aim to ‘take the shortest path’ with your explanations - find the most
efficient way to convey the key ideas

● Do not ramble, or ask lots of questions when direct explanation would
be more efficient

● Do not attempt to elicit (‘draw out’) knowledge from the students when
it is clearer and more efficient to teach them directly

● Use planned multiple examples of abstract or difficult ideas

Explain enough before
you question

● Some poor quality practice is evident when teachers rely too much on
questioning and trying to draw knowledge out of students

● Students can only think / answer questions when they know enough
about a topic - therefore teach explicitly first, before questioning
students

Make a distinction
between ‘explanation’
and ‘discussion’

● If students have little knowledge of a topic - or only some students have
much knowledge - take control and explain the content directly

● When students have a reliable base of knowledge, then a ‘discussion
mode’ can be used, and questioning becomes more appropriate

Do not assume prior
knowledge

● Take care with the words and examples you use, being mindful that
students may not bring wide vocabulary or general knowledge

● If you are not confident that all students will understand the words or
examples, explain or pre-teach them

Use stories where you
can

● The human brain is hard-wired to be receptive to narratives and stories
● Take advantage of this, by telling stories, referring to stories, and

presenting new material using the principles of stories where you can
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What are some typical features of effective teacher explanation?

- teachers will care about the subject matter, and that it is valuable and interesting for its own sake -

not just for passing exams

- there will be a good pace and a strong sense of intentionality - the teacher will explain briskly,

clearly, and only ask good questions at appropriate times

- because of the good pace and clarity, a good amount of content or depth will be covered in the

lesson

- the teacher will often use quick pair activities to check understanding and enable students to talk,

reason, and given cognitive breaks from listening

- when questions are asked, all students will be required to answer them - either on paper or through

paired discussion

How might we recognise ineffective teacher explanation?

- the teacher will not convey an interest in the topic - they may tell the class that this is ‘dry’, for

example

- the teacher will use too many questions, often from the start of the lesson, as if they are trying to

draw new information out of students as a starting point. This can be horribly inefficient, slow and

socially awkward: ‘... has anyone ever heard of (for example) ‘status’?’...’what do you think it

means…?’ … ‘Yes I see what you mean, that’s sort of right….’, ‘...can anyone help him out…?’

- the teacher will lack the depth of subject knowledge to allow them to answer questions and

respond to student curiosity

- the teacher will ramble or go off topic in ways that impede clarity

- the teacher will repeatedly ‘go to’ the same few students to answer questions or contribute to

discussion, when the ‘shortest path’ would be direct explanation from the teacher themselves

- Explanations will be longer than they need to be

An explanation check-list for observers

1. Is the explanation brisk and clear, or unfocused and wandering?

2. Are too many low-value questions asked?

3. Is the teacher trying to draw too much out of the students at the expense of pace and clarity?

4. Are concepts explained clearly, using multiple examples of abstract ideas?

5. Is structured pair work or individual work used if necessary to help students process content?
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Core Principles: Modelling

Modelling is fundamental to clear, effective teaching, yet it is not common enough to see highly effective

practice in this area in classrooms. At root, modelling means explicitly demonstrating to students how to be

successful in important learning activities, with an emphasis on ‘access and excellence’ in every task.

However, different subject disciplines and tasks require different approaches, and there are many different

ways to model. The principles below represent the core of an evidence-based approach - they can be

diverted from, but only where a clear rationale is in place for alternative approaches to be taken.

Core Principles for Modelling

Model for clarity
when setting tasks

● When setting tasks or activities, teachers should model exactly what
students are expected to do

● Telling students what to do is not normally adequate
● ‘Do one or one bit together first’

Model for quality in
all open-ended tasks

● When a learning activity can be completed to various layers of quality,
teachers should model to make explicit two aspects:

○ How to complete the task for access
○ How to complete the task for excellence

● Modelling for quality should typically bring attention to 2 or 3 features
of the work which represent quality

Model writing ● Live model regularly to demonstrate the thinking process which goes
into excellent writing

● Use pre-prepared written models regularly for access and excellence
● Some models of writing used in schools are too basic. ‘Excellence’

models of writing should use conspicuously advanced, academic writing
and expression throughout secondary school

Model processes ● Model practical or mental processes through the use of clear, logical
sequences of instructions, which are demonstrated to students

● Worked examples should be chosen to provide clear and efficient
guidance as to how to complete the process
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What are some typical features of effective modelling?

- tasks will be clearly explained and all students will be able to complete them

- where appropriate, emphasis will be put on quality in work ‘to do this really well, you need to ….’

- lessons will tend to contain a limited number of tasks, to allow time for teachers to explore models

with students in depth

- even small tasks (e.g. a brainstorm, or set of comprehension questions) will include an element of

modelling which promotes access and excellence

- there will be a constant sense of high value and challenge in the tasks set

- students will be required to think and work hard to apply what they’ve learnt

- feedback on student work, e.g. at the end of the lesson, will refer back to the qualities exposed in

the modelling stage

How might we recognise ineffective or absent modelling?

- once the teacher has set the task (the ‘off you go’ moment’), weaker students will be unable to get

started

- higher attaining students may be able to complete the work, but it will not be challenging or

difficult

- written models will be of limited quality, using a limited range of language and vocabulary ‘One way

that…..’, ‘this shows that…’

- models may be given to students but not referred to in detail; students will not be guided to explore

the quality in the modelled work

- modelling may be understood as only for extended writing or exam answers

A modelling check-list for observers

1. Are students shown clearly how to access the task?

2. Are students shown clearly how to achieve excellence in the completion of the task?

3. If yes, are students clearly shown how to access, and how to achieve excellence?

4. If no (e.g. because a linear process is being taught), are the examples being used to demonstrate

the process as clear as possible?
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Core Principles: Classroom Management

Classrooms in secondary schools are hyper-social environments, with many opportunities for engagement

and excitement, as well as distraction. An essential part of the teacher’s role is to create and maintain the

conditions for learning to take place, whether through group interaction or effective individual work.

Teachers are therefore expected to take a highly intentional approach to classroom management, actively

choosing, specifying and teaching modes of working to best fit the learning activities being undertaken.

There are many ways to teach, and different contexts may benefit from different approaches. The principles

below represent the core of an evidence-based approach - they can be diverted from, but only where a

clear rationale is in place for alternative approaches to be taken.

Core Principles for Classroom Management

Use structured
pair-work for
discussion and
reasoning

● Use frequent, short paired discussion of key ideas to ensure high levels
of participation and good pace

Recognise that group
work requires high
levels of structure and
organisation to be
effective.

● Be cautious when setting up small group tasks - it’s notoriously difficult
to do well

● Make sure that individual roles and responsibilities are clearly defined
● If you do use small group work, include pair and individual activities

alongside it to be confident that all students will think deeply about the
material

Use silent, individual
work regularly

● Periods of silent work are an essential tool to help students self-regulate
and become absorbed in work

● Unless there is a strong reason, independent work should normally be
conducted without talking to others

● Silent working is supportive for students - particularly the most
vulnerable - as it provides the conditions in which they are best able to
think deeply. It is not punitive.

● Silence is preferable to ‘a quiet working atmosphere’ as it is more
reliable and straightforward to manage
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What are some typical features of effective classroom management?

- teachers will teach with conviction, making it clear that the learning has great value

- school behaviour management systems will be well understood and used consistently

- high expectations will be demonstrated through encouragement of excellence

- the teacher will insist on silence before beginning explanations, and will not proceed until full

attention is gained

How might we recognise ineffective classroom management?

- the teacher will be reluctant or unwilling to insist that students complete the work to a good

standard

- the teacher will be reluctant or unwilling to use silence when students are working independently

- students will chat and be off-task during activities when the teacher is not directly engaging with

them

- group or paired work will be disorganised, or ineffective in ensuring that all students concentrate

and work hard

- the teacher will repeatedly ask students to ‘lower the noise level’ or similar during whole class

working time

A classroom management check-list for observers

1. What activity are the students completing?

2. Has an appropriate choice of classroom mode been selected by the teacher (individual, group or

pair work)?

3. Does the combination of instruction and classroom management mean that students are

concentrating hard and attending to the work they are completing?
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Core Principles: Homework

Core Principles for Homework

Make homework
efficient re workload

● Avoid setting homework that generates lots of marking - see below for
alternatives

Use homework to
learn

● Use homework time to commit content to memory
● Include an accountability task to ensure that it’s complete (e.g. make

revision cards, make (modelled) notes)
● Follow up with a low-stakes test to check learning and retention

Use homework for
practice

● Use homework time to apply the learning from class
● However, avoid generating lots of marking from homework where

possible

Use homework for
pre-reading or
preparation

● Provide or specify the resource / article / website you want students to
read

● Include an accountability task to ensure that it’s completed (eg make
revision cards, make (modelled) notes)

Avoid ‘find out about’
homeworks

● Outcomes from ‘research’ homeworks are often very erratic, particularly
for vulnerable students

● Instead, specify the knowledge that it’s most helpful for students to
retain about a topic; give them a resource and a strategy to learn it

Avoid time-consuming
gimmicks

● Avoid setting elaborate and time-consuming ‘fun’ tasks, such as making
models. Instead, set these tasks as optional competitions.

● Low-value ‘filler’ tasks such as needlessly making posters or leaflets,
should be avoided
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What are some typical features of effective homework?

- homework achieves a high completion rate, because tasks are appropriate, achievable and clear

- homework is high value - students are clearly learning or applying rich content

- homework links very closely with lesson content

- assessment of homework is manageable and consistent with reasonable workload

How might we recognise ineffective homework?

- homework which relies on elaborate presentation / colouring in at the expense of subject content

- Homework which is inaccessible to weaker students

- homework is loosely structured, so that students with support at home are unduly advantaged

- homework produces an unsustainable or unmanageable marking load for the teacher

- homework is low value and set for the sake of it

A homework check-list for observers

1. Are activities clear and accessible to all students?

2. Does the homework involve learning, practising or applying taught content?

3. Is completion of the task necessary or important for student learning of the curriculum?
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Core Principles: Low-Stakes Testing

Low-stakes testing (or quizzing) has the potential to bring many benefits. It requires students to engage in

powerful retrieval practice, which helps them to retain information over time. It provides a focus for

revision and low-workload homeworks. It functions as highly effective and efficient formative assessment,

making it easy to see what students have / haven’t understood, and provide instant correction or

re-teaching. In order to capitalise on the range of potential benefits, it is necessary to take a

highly-intentional approach to devising and running low stakes tests.

Core Principles for Low-Stakes Testing

Establish a clear
routine for running
tests

● Use the same basic presentation for each test, so that students need
minimal instruction in how to complete it

● Train students in what to expect, by using the same process each time

Specify what students
need to do to prepare

● Make sure that students are clear on when tests will take place
● Instruct students on how to prepare - eg by making revision cards -

although unprepared ‘spot’ tests can work well  if you are confident that
the success rate will be high

Run tests briskly and
efficiently

● Specify the time allowed and stick to it - 5 to 7 minutes is ideal for 10
short answer qu’s

● Avoid talking / giving extra instructions whilst students are completing
the test

● Go through the answers briskly, only stopping to pause and re-teach on
one or two items per tests

● A 10 question test should usually take no more than 15 minutes to take,
mark and review, giving time to teach a lesson alongside them

Aim for a high success
rate

● Begin tests with straightforward items, so that all students can answer
correctly

● Aim for an overall average success rate of circa 80%
● Put harder questions towards the end of the test, and make sure

students know this

Be vigilant to the
performance of SEND
/ vulnerable  / lower
attaining students

● Have high expectations for the performance of all students
● However, consider making adjustments for individuals if you feel it likely

that they will achieve a low score - eg if they have missed lessons
● For example - restrict the number of questions they answer, give access

to knowledge resources, or provide easier questions

Only collect in data if
you need to

● Ask students to record their scores rather than you collecting them in
● Have a place (eg back of book) to do this
● Don’t routinely collect in or look at test papers unless it is specifically

helpful to do so
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What are some typical features of effective testing?

- students will be in a clear routine, so that administrating the test is quick, straightforward and

wastes no time

- there will be a focused but relaxed atmosphere - the learning purpose will be understood, and

students will see them as ‘no big deal’

- a high success rate will be achieved - averaging around 75-80%

How might we recognise ineffective testing?

- students will chat or not fully concentrate on completing the test fully

- tests may be completed in groups or pairs, so that individual accountability is low

- short tests will take a long time, and eat into the main teaching time in the lesson

- a low average success rate will be achieved, due to poorly pitched questions, a lack of effective

initial teaching, or the absence of a robust revision activity

A testing check-list for observers

1. Is the test run briskly and efficiently?

2. Do the students go through their answers and correct those they got wrong?

3. Is the test low-stakes, but taken seriously?
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Core Principles: whole school CPD

Running effective CPD / training sessions for all the teaching staff in a school is a challenge, because the

range of CPD needs varies across individuals, and across subject areas. Nevertheless, it can be a powerful

tool to explain, model and exemplify core techniques, approaches and expectations.

Our principles for profession learning are shown in greater detail in the Professional Learning Calendar,

which illustrates our rationale and the plan for professional development over the course of the year.

Core Principles for providing whole school CPD

Focus on what makes
the most difference

● Choose content which will be beneficial across subjects and individuals
● Usually, avoid giving whole-school CPD time to unproven new

approaches, unless convinced they will make a difference

Use  models and
worked examples

● Wherever possible, provide specific examples of content in action in the
classroom - e.g. through photos of work, video, quotations from
students and teachers

Recognise subject
differences

● Wherever possible, refer to a range of subjects and avoid excessive
focus on your own subject specialism

● If content isn’t appropriate (e.g. modelling of writing for maths
teachers), provide an alternative session or allow them not to attend -
do not ask teachers to sit through irrelevant training

Make it relevant and
applicable

● Wherever possible, give time in the session for teachers to discuss and
plan for how this content will be applied in their upcoming lessons

● Ideally, teachers should leave CPD sessions with their next lessons
planned

Encourage in-subject
CPD

● It is almost always better to give teachers time to plan together in
subject teams than to provide CPD that you aren’t sure about

How might we recognise effective whole-school CPD?

- Sessions will be focused on a core idea or technique that are linked to the SDIP and staff

development over time

- Content will be relevant to teachers of all subjects

- There will be time given for teachers to apply the content to their own learning

How might we recognise ineffective whole-school CPD?

- Generic content which doesn’t apply to some of the teachers in the room

- Spurious or questionable research is used to justify gimmicky content
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